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EasyTutor 8.01 Crack Serial Key PC/Windows [Latest]

EasyTutor Crack Keygen is a professional companion PC software programme designed to support
users who have dyslexia and other difficulties whilst writing. EasyTutor simulates a friendly, human
voice that allows users to read and record text without the need for written keystrokes. As well as
text, users can record their computer's internal voice to dictate whole documents, search through
text or record someone else's speech. The intuitive toolbar works seamlessly with Microsoft Word,
Excel and Internet Explorer. Record your handwriting and use the EasyRecorder tool to record a
unique signature for online transactions. Users can double-click to see previously viewed text for
immediate reference. EasyTutor can be used on Pc's, iPhones and even on a USB Pen. Latest version
added Bluetooth(supported on PC only) and added support for Windows 8. Planned Future
Development: - Button to switch the monitor from Default to Infrared - Scenarios, modules and
functions can be added and/or disabled. - Easy Recorder can be used to record signatures. - More
languages support - Support iOS7 and 8. Price: £15.99 EasyTutor is a truly revolutionary software
solution for anyone with Dyslexia or who has difficulties writing, reading and spelling. By harnessing
the power of the inbuilt speech output facility, computer users can write, read, view and check text
alongside a human sounding voice. Research has shown that students with literacy problems can
achieve improvements of up to 40% in exam scores when learning materials are delivered as
combined audio and text. EasyTutor is the perfect companion software due to its intuitive toolbar
which works seamlessly with Microsoft Word, Excel and Internet Explorer. EasyTutor is also available
on a USB Pen so you can take the software with you from PC to PC. Please note: EasyTutor on a
Dolphin Pen does not include scanning functionality or Dolphin EasyReader. EasyTutor has been
specifically designed for computer users who are Dyslexic, have other learning difficulties or just
need that extra little help when reading and writing on their computer. Children at school, University
students, adults at work or on work training schemes will all experience the benefits of developing
their reading and writing skills with EasyTutor. EasyTutor Description: EasyTutor is a professional
companion PC software programme designed to support users who have dyslexia and other
difficulties whilst writing. EasyTutor simulates a friendly, human voice that allows users to read

EasyTutor 8.01 Crack +

EasyTutor Crack Free Download is a truly revolutionary solution for those with dyslexia or other
learning difficulties. It can completely replace a human tutor by reading aloud the text being viewed.
EasyTutor sounds like a human reading so you will no longer be alone when reading any text - on
paper or on your computer screen. It features a toolbar which works seamlessly with Microsoft Word,
Excel and Internet Explorer. EasyTutor feels and functions like a real word processor. This makes
using it extremely easy and intuitive. EasyTutor also has a real time reading screen - a text box
which reads the text aloud. When an input box appears you simply start typing. EasyTutor will read
the text aloud and you can continue to edit your text as normal. EasyTutor will now have a live tutor!
There is also a 'you' function to write, read, highlight, undo and check text, and you can also write
notes. EasyTutor makes text easier to read, write and recall because it takes advantage of your
mind's ability to hear text. For example, you will forget how to spell a word when you read it aloud.
EasyTutor's unique method of text processing will help you, or your children, with all types of reading
comprehension skills. Improvements in skills and understanding: EasyTutor will read and write the
text you view much more accurately than conventional text readers. Reading skills will improve
because you will have the ability to hear words and remember them for later. You will understand
faster and remember for longer, and this can lead to improved exam and work performance.
Because EasyTutor reads text aloud you can concentrate on what you are reading, or writing,
without having to look at the screen. Why can't you hear your own typing? The easiest way to learn
how to read: Reading aloud is the easiest way to learn how to read. You will forget what you have
seen, written or heard already, and EasyTutor will read it aloud so you can re-hear it. You can then
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start to read the text again until you understand it, and you will find writing and spelling easy. You
can practice on your own, at home, and at school, and even improve your work performance. Easy to
learn: EasyTutor sounds like a human, so it feels natural to use it. In fact, it feels even easier to use,
because all you need to do is b7e8fdf5c8
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EasyTutor 8.01 Activator [Win/Mac]

? EasyTutor is developed by a Dyslexia specialist and educator, and is the only real solution for
people who have difficulty with literacy. ? EasyTutor has an innovative voice output system which
uses the computer speakers and microphone to repeat everything typed. ? EasyTutor is intuitive and
easy to use, with a toolbar that integrates seamlessly with Microsoft Word, Excel and Internet
Explorer, saving users time and encouraging them to make the most of EasyTutor. ? EasyTutor's
voice output can be adjusted to suit the user's own needs. ? EasyTutor's tools and functions are fully
customizable for the user. ? EasyTutor is not a screen reader, as it only reads what is typed. ?
EasyTutor also comes with a USB keyboard so you can quickly return to the point of a document you
have left unfinished by using your mouse. ? EasyTutor has been designed to fit into a student's
working routine so that you can use the software easily. ? EasyTutor can be used with all computers,
and also in combination with the DolphPen. ? EasyTutor allows users to view and check their own
text, whether it has been typed out or typed over. ? EasyTutor allows users to write and spell, not
just read. ? EasyTutor is easy to learn and easy to use, and there are many examples on the Web
site to help you with the learning process. ? The program allows users to use their eyes to scan text,
but has a voice output system to repeat what is read back to them. ? EasyTutor is a suitable
alternative to a screen reader. ? EasyTutor includes a range of helping tools and tips on the Web site
to help you to develop your literacy skills. ? EasyTutor will take you step by step through the
essential tasks in the use of the software. ? EasyTutor works by using a combination of voice output
and on screen display; users are guided through the software with a blue mouse pointer. ? EasyTutor
makes sense by using buttons, alerts and menus on screen, and mice to select and approve options.
? EasyTutor can be used with your existing computer with no additional software. ? EasyTutor
includes a free trial, which you can activate by clicking on the "Trial" button located in the
Preferences window. ? EasyTutor can be used for typing, spelling, reading and writing assignments. ?
EasyT

What's New In?

EasyTutor is a truly revolutionary software solution for anyone with Dyslexia or who has difficulties
writing, reading and spelling. By harnessing the power of the inbuilt speech output facility, computer
users can write, read, view and check text alongside a human sounding voice. Research has shown
that students with literacy problems can achieve improvements of up to 40% in exam scores when
learning materials are delivered as combined audio and text. EasyTutor is the perfect companion
software due to its intuitive toolbar which works seamlessly with Microsoft Word, Excel and Internet
Explorer. EasyTutor is also available on a USB Pen so you can take the software with you from PC to
PC. Please note: EasyTutor on a Dolphin Pen does not include scanning functionality or Dolphin
EasyReader. EasyTutor has been specifically designed for computer users who are Dyslexic, have
other learning difficulties or just need that extra little help when reading and writing on their
computer. Children at school, University students, adults at work or on work training schemes will all
experience the benefits of developing their reading and writing skills with EasyTutor. Features: *
Works seamlessly with Microsoft Word, Excel and Internet Explorer * Easy and intuitive toolbar *
Powerful dictionary and spell-checker * Browser-based voice recognition * Preview and customise
voice * Customise speech * Save, recall and load your customised text * Automatic handwriting
recognition * Scan for text and books A: We have made a couple of different scanners and speech
recognition tools, some of which should work for this. It should be noted that they are for textual
content, and do not work well if there are mixed content types. DolphinEasyReader, Kindle Text, and
PageCompress were all tried to no avail for eBook reading on the Reader. The Dolphin EasyReader
works well on eBooks for Droid/Kindle, as the speech engine in the Droid is based on Dolphin's and
very similar. I think you might be better off with a Kindle at this point, as your Speach Engines seem
to be more capable (page by page text via hand). If you want to try some new free and open source
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tools: Tesseract Open Source OCR ABCreader Open Source Reader Filed 3/3/15 P. v. Ruiz CA4/1 NOT
TO
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System Requirements For EasyTutor:

• Windows 7, 8 or 8.1 • Microsoft DirectX 11-compatible video card • Windows Media Center • USB
Keyboard and Mouse • 1024 MB RAM • 1 GB available hard-disk space • Broadband Internet
connection Additional Notes: Game Centre – a popular feature in PlayStation and Xbox, will not be
available in the Steam version. Although this may be a slight disadvantage, it makes the game more
accessible to everyone and makes it great for casual gamers. Customisation:
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